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Abstract
Gastric Cancer is a heterogeneous, multifactorial, aggressive disease that has been and still remains one of the most common causes of cancer-related death and a major public health issue worldwide. Currently, gastric cancer shows decreasing trends in its incidence and mortality in some geographic areas; however the disease still shows poor prognosis and remains difficult to cure. The prognosis for patients with gastric cancer depends on the stage at which the gastric cancer is detected, and complete excision of the cancer is the only proven curative option. However, recently the treatment of gastric cancer has been rapidly evolving with the emergence of new cytotoxic drugs and molecular targeted agents that show promising response rate and disease progression-free survival. Cancer prevention intervention such as screening to ensure early detection, population health education, anti-cancer knowledge popularization, identification and correction of unhealthy lifestyles has demonstrated to be effective; and improved treatment modalities can dramatically increase the poor prognosis for patients with gastric cancer.

Demographic, ecological, environmental, culture, and genetic variables all contribute to the heterogeneity of gastric cancer; however, environmental risk factors play an important role throughout all the stages of the disease progression, management and surveillance. In this review, we address the role of important environmental risk factors in the onset of gastric cancer, and highlight the current treatments modalities and prevention measures for gastric cancer.
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Introduction
Gastric cancer has been and still remains one of the most common causes of cancer-related death and continues to be a major public health issue in spite of decreasing trends in its incidence and mortality [1-3]. Globally, gastric cancer accounts for 989,600 new cases and 738,000 deaths annually [3]. The case-fatality ratio of gastric cancer is higher than for common malignancies like colon, breast, and prostate cancers [3]. Relevant published studies show that the incidence of gastric cancer varies in different parts of the world, with higher incidence rates documented in Eastern Asia, Eastern Europe, and South America, while North America and Africa show the lowest recorded rates [3-5].

China alone accounting for 42% of all gastric cancer cases worldwide. This is at least in part because of its large population [5]. In 2010, it is estimated that 21,000 new cases of gastric cancer were diagnosed in the United States alone and approximately 50% of affected individuals died from the disease [6,7]. A number of Japanese men and women die from gastric cancer annually, representing approximately 15% of annual cancer-related deaths over the past four decades [8,9]. According to GloboCan 2008, gastric cancer is the third most frequently diagnosed cancer and the second leading cause of cancer deaths in Japan, with an estimated 102,040 new cases and 50,156 cancer deaths in 2008 [8]. In Brazil, gastric cancer is the fourth most common cancer among men and sixth among women [10].

Gastric cancer may be subdivided into three distinct subtypes: Proximal, diffuse, and distal gastric cancer, based on histopathologic and anatomic criteria. Each subtype is associated with unique epidemiology [11]. This uniqueness has been contributed by the multifactorial nature of gastric cancer which shows a complex interplay between genetics and both lifestyle and environmental factors [11]. A recent study shows that about 80-90% of gastric carcinomas develop in a sporadic setting, the remaining 10% to 20% show familial cluster, and approximately 1-3% have a clear inherited genetic susceptibility [12]. Although the etiology of gastric cancer is complex, the most important and well studied risk factors are Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) infections and host genetic factors, such as a positive family history for gastric cancer and/or a genetic pro-inflammatory profile. Environmental and nutritional factors also seem to be important [4, 13-15]. Several environmental exposures have already been identified as risk factors for gastric cancer including diet, smoking, bacterial infections and a variety of occupational exposures [16].

Since significant regional differences in gastric cancer onset and prevalence have been observed, and this discrepancy may be attributed to the difference in environmental factors such as nutrition, smoking, occupational exposure, and bacterial infections. In this review, we address the role of important environmental risk factors in the onset of gastric cancer and highlight the current treatments modalities and prevention measures for gastric cancer.
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Gastric Carcinogenesis

Our understanding of gastric carcinogenesis and prevention has been greatly shaped by seminal papers published during the last three decades. One of the first publications was Correa’s multistep model of gastric carcinogenesis, which presents a well-accepted general hypothesis. In his hypothesis, gastric precancerous process for the intestinal type is defined as a multi-step and multi-factorial process, with the following sequential stages: chronic gastritis, atrophy, intestinal metaplasia, dysplasia and finally leading to gastric cancer [17]. Since publication of Correa’s model, environmental risk factors have been shown to play an important role throughout all the stages of this process. Excessive salt intake and *H. pylori* infection have been shown to trigger the initial stages of gastritis and atrophy process. While the intermediate stages of the gastric precancerous process are generally characterized by the activity of ascorbic acid and nitrate, the final stages of the disease have been linked to the intake of beta carotene and salt [18].

Helicobacter pylori

**Epidemiology studies**: Since the 1983 discovery of *H. pylori*, its close association with peptic ulcers and gastric cancer has been documented in numerous studies. Although several prospective case-control studies have attempted to evaluate the link between *H. pylori* infection and the development of gastric cancer, studies are inconsistent in their findings [19-21]. Recently, association between gastric cancer and *H. pylori* has been evaluated by several authors using both meta-analysis and experimental models in Japanese and Chinese populations [8]. In Japan, both case-control and cohort studies have been conducted to estimate the degree of gastric cancer risk associated with *H. pylori* infection in the Japanese population. Four such prospective studies have shown a positive association, with RR ranging from 1.0 to 5.1 [22-25]. The largest prospective study of Sasazuki et al. [25] used the dataset of 511 cases and 511 control subjects, and showed that the adjusted odds ratio (OR) of gastric cancer associated with *H. pylori* infection was 5.1, which is quite similar to the estimate of 5.9 for non-cardia gastric cancer in a combined analysis of 12 case-control studies nested within prospective cohorts [26]. In other studies conducted on Chinese populations, the positive association of gastric cancer with *H. pylori* infection was also observed. In the publication by Lin et al., it was reported that a prospective, nested case-control study conducted in Linxian (one of the high-incidence regions in China) found that *H. pylori* seropositivity resulted in an approximately 2-fold increased risk of gastric cancer. They also found that the same result was confirmed by a 2007 case-cohort study, in which *H. pylori* was associated with a 1.6-fold increased risk of both cardia and non-cardia gastric adenocarcinomas [27]. Based on the substantial evidence from both case-control and cohort studies conducted, it is clear that *H. pylori* infection is causally linked to gastric cancer in the Japanese and Chinese population [8]. In 1994, the International Agency for Research on Cancer categorized *H. pylori* as a “Group 1 human carcinogen” based on a plethora of studies [28]. A prospective study by Uemura et al. 2001 [29] which included 1526 Japanese patients who had duodenal ulcers, gastric ulcers, gastric polyps and/ or non-ulcer dyspepsia reported a clear link between *H. pylori* and gastric carcinogenesis. In the Uemura study, it was observed that 2.9% of *H. pylori* infected patients subsequently developed gastric cancer while none of the uninfected patients developed tumors [29]. These evidences support the hypothesis that Helicobacter pylori is a human carcinogen and it is involved in the process of gastric carcinogenesis.

**Experimental studies**: Advances in molecular genetics also continue to shape our understanding of the etiology of gastric cancer and the link with *H. pylori*. The identification of *H. pylori* as a risk factor for gastric carcinogenesis has stimulated extensive research on the mechanisms by which *H. pylori* induces carcinogenesis [30]. Recently, it has been observed in experimental studies that human gastric carcinogenesis is a multistep process whereby epithelial cells accumulate molecular alterations by genetic and epigenetic mechanisms involving oncogenes, tumor suppressor genes, DNA repair genes, cell cycle regulators, and signaling molecules. The genetic mechanism involves stable changes in the DNA sequence, whilst epigenetic alterations act via the methylation of CpG islands. The presence of *H. pylori* in the gastric mucosa can induce methylation of promoters containing CpG islands by activation of DNA methyltransferase. Furthermore, aberrant methylation of CpG islands is present along the multistep process of gastric carcinogenesis [4,31,32]. Another study by Kim et al. [33] demonstrated that *H. pylori* infection promotes gastric carcinogenesis by increasing endogenous DNA damage whilst decreasing repair activities, and by inducing mutations in the mitochondrial and nuclear DNA. Hence, it may be concluded that the aberrant DNA methylation and other molecular alterations observed in some genes induced by *H. pylori* infection are significant risk factors for gastric carcinogenesis.

**Lifestyle**

Before the discovery of *H. pylori* in 1983, epidemiologic studies had already suggested an important role of lifestyle in the etiology of gastric cancer. Since then, it has been noted that dietary factors are important environmental risk determinants for the development of many cancer types. The role of dietary factors in gastric cancer was studied in the last 40 years and received particular attention recently [34]. Here we have performed a systematic review to assess the relationship between environmental risk factors other than *H. pylori* infection in the gastric carcinogenesis.

**Diet**: Research has clearly shown that differences in diet are an important factor in explaining variations in stomach cancer risk. Probably the best established associations that have been consistently confirmed in numerous studies throughout the world are those between cancer risk and diets containing an excessive intake of salt and a low intake of fresh fruits and vegetables [35].

**High intake of salt food**: Collective evidence from epidemiologic and experimental studies over the past several decades strongly suggests that high intake of salt/salty food is associated with an increased risk of gastric cancer. During early 1970’s, it was shown that salted food has an explicit place in the sequence of gastric carcinogenesis. The acute effects of concentrated salt solutions lead to mucosal damage, and its repair is associated with inflammatory changes in the human stomach [17].

During the past few years, several experimental studies have been conducted with the aim to explore the mechanisms by which salt intake may increase gastric cancer risk; many mechanisms have been postulated although there has been no consistent conclusion [34]. Some mechanisms that have been considered include:

1. **Destruction of the mucosal barrier**: Intragastric high salt concentration destroys the mucosal barrier, through the increase of surface mucous cell mucin and the decrease of gland mucous cell mucin, leading to inflammation and damage such as diffuse erosion and degeneration. This in turn produces atrophic gastritis and...
(2) Intestinal metaplasia: Intestinal metaplasia is also an important risk factor for gastric cancer. Mucosal damage in the stomach increases the rate of mitosis, leading to excessive cell replication and hyperplasia of the gastric pit epithelium with increased potential for mutations. Intestinal metaplasia characterized by the presence of caliciform cells in glands and in the foveolar gastric mucosa was detected near regenerative hyperplasia of high NaCl diets animals. High salt intake will increase the concentration of NaCl in the stomach; then it may accelerate the procedure of intestinal metaplasia and increase the risk of gastric cancer in the future [39,40].

(3) Hypergastrinemia: Gastrin itself may mediate epithelial cell growth in *H. pylori*-colonized mucosa and induce hypergastrinemia. Chronic hypergastrinemia can synergize with *Helicobacter* infection and lead to eventual parietal cell loss and progression to gastric cancer [41-43].

**Case-control and meta-analysis studies:** Sheng Ge et al. in 2012 [34], carried out a systematic review to assess the relationship between habitual dietary salt intake and risk of gastric cancer in different geographic areas of the world. The comprehensive review included case-control studies and cohort studies published between January 1992 and January 2012. In the evaluation, eleven studies (7 case controls and 4 cohorts) were included in the meta-analysis (total population: *n* = 2076498; events: *n* = 12039). The combined ratio showed a significant positive association between high salt intake and gastric cancer compared with low salt intake (OR = 2.05, 95% Confidence Interval (CI) (1.60, 2.62); *P*<0.00001). In subgroup meta-analysis, the findings were slightly different when analyses were restricted to salty food intake (OR = 2.41, 95% CI (2.08, 2.78); *P*<0.00001) as well as in Asia (OR = 1.27 95% CI (1.22, 1.32); *P*<0.00001).

Sheng et al. [34], noted a clear trend toward a direct association between salt intake and gastric cancer risk among 11 individual studies that were included in the meta-analysis and statistically significance was observed in 9 of the studies. Stratifying by geographic region, the pooled ORs of gastric cancer for the high versus low categories of salt intake were 1.15 (95% CI, (0.88, 1.52)). In studies conducted in Europe, there was no statistically significant heterogeneity among studies of salt intake in Europe (*P* =0.19 and I² = 41%); and 1.27 (95% CI, (1.22, 1.32)). In studies conducted in Asia with stratification according to geographic region, there was statistically significant heterogeneity among studies of salt intake in Asia (P <0.0001 and I² = 95%) [34]. In addition, in an ecological study from China, Kneller et al. explored the association between the gastric cancer mortality rate and the results from a survey on diet, lifestyle and biochemical markers. The authors found a significant positive association between salted vegetables and egg consumption and the gastric cancer mortality rate [44].

Another recent publication also observed that the consumption of large amounts of salted fish, soy sauce, pickled vegetables, cured meat and other salt-preserved foods enhanced *H. pylori* colonization, and increased the risk of gastric cancer through direct damage to the gastric mucosa resulting in gastritis [42]. Salt is also known to induce hypergastrinemia and endogenous mutations, promoting epithelial cell proliferation which eventually leads to parietal cell loss and gastric cancer progression [37,42]. Therefore, from the positive association that has been observed between high salt intake in various geographic regions and gastric cancer, together with results of experimental studies, it can be strongly concluded that high salt intake fits into the process of gastric carcinogenesis.

**Nitrate, nitrite and N-nitroso compounds:** Many experiments on animals have proven that N-nitroso compounds are carcinogenic [45-48], but up to date there is no statistical significant data from many epidemiologic studies to support Nitrite or nitrosamine intake in relation to gastric cancer risk. However, our understanding of the association of nitrite and nitrosoamines has changed due to overwhelming evidences on how these compounds can stimulate or participate in the process of formation of gastric cancer. It is well known that dietary nitrates are found either naturally in foods such as cabbage, cauliflower, carrot, celery, radish, beets, and spinach or added during preservation [4]. Also, small quantities of preformed N-nitroso compounds and nitrosoamines may be present in some foods including cured meats, dried milk, instant soups, and coffee dried on direct flame. In addition, the nitrate content of fertilizers, soil, and water also contribute to dietary nitrate. Nitrate, nitrite, and nitro sating agents can be synthesized endogenously by reactions mediated by bacteria and/or activated macrophages. Nitrosation of a number of naturally occurring guanidine’s and L-arginine-containing polypeptides produces mutagenic compounds [49,50]. In one study, it is observed that dietary nitrate is converted to carcinogenic N-nitroso compounds by gastric acid, thereby increasing gastric cancer risk [51]. Until recently neither cohort nor case-control studies have been conducted to examine the risk of gastric cancer in relation to nitrite or nitrosamine intake in large populations such as China and Japan where the prevalence of gastric cancer is high [8], but a number of case-control studies have found that high intake of preserved fish and preserved vegetables is significantly associated with increased risk of gastric cancer [52].

**Vegetables and fruits:** It has been suggested in many studies over the last few decades that vegetables and fruits, especially when consumed raw, lead to a decrease in gastric cancer incidence. Recently, the association between fruit and vegetable consumption and risk of gastric cancer has been explored in numerous studies, in both high- and low-risk countries. Some case-control studies from Europe, Asia, and North America have consistently found intakes of both fruits and vegetables to be protective against gastric cancer, reducing the risk by approximately 40% by the consumption of fruits and 30% by consuming vegetables [51,53,54]. These findings were similar to an earlier study conducted in Japan based on 404 cases of gastric cancer revealed that vegetable and fruit intake, even in low amounts, lowers the risk for gastric cancer. Although no striking differences were seen in the association between cardia and non-cardia cancer, an inverse association was higher in differentiated rather than in undifferentiated types of gastric cancer [55]. In other studies conducted to establish the relationship between vegetable consumption and gastric cancer, it was observed that populations at high risk for stomach cancer have been shown to consume diets rich in starch and poor in protein quality, and are not inclined to eat fresh fruits and vegetables. Observations in these studies led to the conclusion that both high starch and low protein diets may favor acid-catalyzed nitrosation in the stomach and cause mechanical damage to the gastric mucosa [56-58]. Fruit consumption confers benefits due to the potential anticarcinogenic properties of fruits and it is believed to be related to the presence of antioxidant carotenoids or other phytochemicals [59].

Some inconsistencies in findings among various studies has been noted; meta-analysis conducted by Lunet et al. [60] found overall weaker associations in the reduction of gastric cancer risk, from 18% for high intake of fruits to 12% for high intake of vegetables as...
opposed to what the associations reported in earlier studies [60]. The inconsistencies in the results may be due to differences in the kinds of vegetables and fruits being consumed, the methods of consumption and the limitations of the dietary recall methodology. But, in 2007 the Expert Panel of the World Cancer Research Fund released a report which concluded that fruit and non starchy vegetables might protect against gastric cancer [61].

Micronutrients: In a latest hypothesis of carcinogenesis, Correa has suggested that, in the development sequence of gastric cancer from atrophic to metaplastic mucosa, N-nitroso compounds are possible mutants responsible for the progress of carcinogenesis. That process may be inhibited by naturally occurring antioxidants [62]. Vitamin C, carotene, vitamin E, selenium, falconoid and lycopene are widely known antioxidant nutrients that can help in preventing gastric cancer [63].

Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) is a natural, water-soluble antioxidant that is abundant in fruits and vegetables and can regenerate vitamin E from its oxidized form [64]. The results from many early case–control studies worldwide consistently confirm a negative association between dietary intake of vitamin C and gastric cancer risk [65-67]. However, recently inconsistent results were observed in both experimental studies and observational epidemiologic and randomized trials. In prospective cohort studies reported by Chu Liu et al., 2008 [51]; serum vitamin C levels were inversely associated with mortality from gastric cancer, while in another study, EPIC cohort, plasma vitamin C levels were associated with reduced risk for gastric cancer, and this inverse association was similar according to anatomic site (cardia vs. non-cardia), histologic subtype (diffuse vs. intestinal), or H. pylori infection [68-70]. Furthermore, a study from China [71] and a prospective study from Switzerland [72] reported an opposite association between vitamin C levels and gastric cancer rates. However, a recent randomized trial in Japan among individuals with chronic gastritis reported that vitamin C slowed the progression of gastric mucosal atrophy, a pre-cancerous lesion of gastric cancer [73]. In that trial, daily treatment with 50 mg or 500 mg of vitamin C for five years significantly reduced the ratio of serum pepsinogen I/II, a marker of gastric atrophy [73]. This finding supports the early observation by Webb et al. [74] on the relationship of vitamin C consumption on the rate of gastric cancer.

Data from experimental and animal studies indicate several potential mechanisms by which vitamin C may affect gastric carcinogenesis, including the following: Vitamin C reduces gastric mucosal oxidative stress and DNA damage, and gastric inflammation by scavenging reactive oxygen species; it inhibits gastric nitrosation reaction for the formation of N-nitroso compounds by reducing nitrous acid to nitric oxide and producing dehydro-ascorbic acid in the stomach; it enhances host immunologic functions; it has a direct effect on H. pylori growth and virulence; and it inhibits gastric cell proliferation and induces apoptosis [51,64,75].

Carotenoids: Carotenoids are lipid-soluble compounds that are rich in fruits and vegetables and responsible for the color of many fruits and vegetables, u-carotene, 3-carotene, lycopene, lutein/zeaxanthin, and -cryptoxanthin are the most abundant carotenoids from the diet and in the circulation of humans. Several carotenoids (such as u-carotene, n-carotene, and 3-cryptoxanthin) present in fruits and vegetables can be partially metabolized to retinol [76,77]. 

β-carotene has been linked to the late stage of gastric carcinogenesis as a potential free radical scavenger, having an effect opposite to that caused by dietary salt [18]. Most case-control and cohort studies of the role of carotenoids in gastric carcinogenesis have found an inverse association between carotenoids in the diet and gastric cancer rates. A large cohort study by Chyou et al. reported lower dietary intake of β- and other carotenoids among patients who developed stomach cancer than among cancer-free subjects [78]. In an Interventional trial in Linxian, China, Taylor et al. found that cancer mortality rates over the entire 5.25-year period of observation was significantly reduced among people receiving β-carotene, vitamin E and selenium [34].

Green and black tea: Recently, a possible anticarcinogenic effect of green tea has been a topic in cancer epidemiology. Polyphenol extracts of green tea and related compounds are known to inhibit carcinogenesis in animal models and human cell lines. Black tea polyphenols are oxidated and polymerized in the process of fermentation and it remains uncertain whether they sustain their anticarcinogenic effects. A comparative case-referent study by Inoue et al. using hospital-based research program data from 1990 to 1995 in Nagoya, Japan, found that high intake of green tea (7 cups or more per day) conferred an OR for stomach cancer of 0.69 (95% CI 0.48-1.00) [79]. Another prospective cohort study by Goldbohn et al. failed to confirm this association [80]. A similar lack of association between green tea and the risk of gastric cancer was concluded from two prospective Japanese studies, therefore potentially excluding polyphenols from the list of beneficial environmental factors [67]. Recently Sasaki et al., investigated the relationship between green tea consumption and subsequent risk of gastric cancer at different anatomical subsites in a population-based prospective study observed a significant reduced risk of distal gastric cancer in women [73].

Capsaicin: A hospital based case control study from Mexico [81] reported that high consumption of jalapeno peppers (90-250 mg of capsaicin per day, approximately 9-25 jalapeno peppers per day) conferred an increased risk of gastric cancer (OR = 1.71; 95% CI = 0.76-3.88) as compared to low-level consumers (0-29.9 mg of capsaicin per day, approximately 0 to less than 3 jalapeno peppers per day; p for trend = 0.026). This effect was independent of H. pylori status and other potential gastric cancer determinants and was higher among diffuse gastric cancer cases (OR = 3.64; 95% CI = 1.09-12.2; p for trend = 0.002) compared to intestinal gastric cancer cases (OR = 1.36; 95% CI = 0.31-5.89; p for trend = 0.493). Since no significant interaction was found between capsaicin intake and H. pylori on gastric cancer risk, the study concluded that chili pepper consumption might be an independent determinant of gastric cancer in Mexico [81].

Alcohol consumption and tobacco smoking

Alcohol, a gastric irritant, is an important risk factor for gastric cancer [4]. For years, alcohol consumption and tobacco smoking have been noted to elevate the risk for the development of gastric cancer. This was explored in a case-control study from Poland; Jedrychowski et al. investigated the effects of tobacco smoking and vodka consumption on gastric cancer risk. They reported a significant association between smoking cigarettes without filters and the risk of intestinal cancer at the cardia (RR = 2.27; 95% CI 0.97-5.28) [82]. The study also revealed that the RR for gastric cancer increased with rising frequency and amount of vodka consumed. Those who drank vodka at least once a week had three times higher risk for gastric cancer than non-drinkers [82]. Manoharan et al. [83] also demonstrated a positive correlation between alcohol consumption and cigarette smoking with the blood lipid profile in gastric cancer patients. Data from another early meta-analysis of 14 case-control studies and two cohort studies reported that alcohol consumption was associated with a modest increase in risk for gastric cancer; the RR for an increase of 25 g/day of alcohol was 1.07 (95%CI 1.04 – 1.10) [84]. Since data from both experimental
and epidemiologic studies provide little support for alcohol as a causal effect in the development of gastric cancer, the relationship between alcohol consumption and gastric cancer risk remains controversial.

The association between cigarette smoking and gastric cancer has been investigated in a number of epidemiologic studies, including both case-control and cohort studies, but the results are inconsistent [85]. However, recently new studies have confirmed the direct correlation between consumption of alcohol and tobacco and the risk of gastric cancer. The European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) project found a significant association between the intensity and duration of cigarette smoking and gastric cancer risk [86]. Smoking habit also has been linked to the incidence of gastric cancer, in a study by González et al. [87], tobacco smoke has been reported to induce the development of precursor gastric lesions such as gastritis, ulceration, and intestinal metaplasia. As a result, smokers tend to have a higher incidence of H. pylori infection and gastroduodenal inflammation than non-smokers [87].

In Japan approximately 28.4% of gastric cancers are related to cigarette smoking, according to data from the Hisayama Study, a population-based prospective study of the combined influence of cigarette smoking and H. pylori infection [6]. This study found that cigarette smoking is significantly associated with increased risk of gastric cancer independent of H. pylori infection [88]. Data from the Hisayama study was similar to a systematic review and meta-analysis conducted by the Research Group for the Development and Evaluation of Cancer Prevention Strategies in Japan in 2006, the summary RR for current smokers were estimated to be 1.8 (95% CI: 1.5-2.1) in men and 1.2 (1.1-1.4) in women [89]. Based on these results, the research group concluded that there is convincing evidence that tobacco smoking moderately increases the risk of gastric cancer in the Japanese population [89]. In China, a recent prospective study of men in Shanghai showed that among nondrinkers, smokers have an 80% greater risk of gastric cancer, suggesting that cigarette smoking and alcohol consumption exert independent effects on gastric cancer risk [90]. Although cigarette smoking is associated with an increased risk of gastric cancer, it remains unclear whether the observed positive association is homogeneous in terms of histologic type or anatomic location. Such information was not disclosed in most of the previous studies [8].

**Body Mass Index (BMI):** Increasing body weight may contribute to the increased trend of gastric cancer, especially among men, but not for gastric non-cardia cancer [91,92]. Studies conducted in different populations on the BMI and the risk of cardiac cancer revealed positive association. In a study from China, Ji et al. [93] examined BMI and risk of stomach cancer by sub-sites in 1124 newly diagnosed cases and 1451 randomly selected controls for the time period between 1988 and 1989. ORs for gastric cancer at the cardia among men at the second, third and fourth quartiles of usual BMI were 1.4, 1.5 and 3.0, respectively. Similar findings were observed for women with excess weight. Study results did not show any association between BMI and distal gastric cancer in men (the risk for this gastric cancer sub-site was slightly elevated in women) [93].

Recently, a systematic review of four published US and European studies that evaluated the association between BMI and risk of gastric cardia adenocarcinoma reported that being overweight (BMI ≥ 25 to <30 kg/M²) or obese (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m²) was significantly associated with a 1.5-fold increase in risk of gastric cardia adenocarcinoma. [94]. Similar results were observed in the Netherlands Cohort Study [95]. The RR s of gastric cardia adenocarcinoma were 1.32 (95% CI 0.94-1.85) for overweight and 2.73 (95% CI 1.56-4.79) for obese men and women, compared to individuals with normal weight (BMI ≥ 20 to <25 kg/m²) [95].

**Ionizing radiation**

The best evidence about the effect of radiation comes from Japan. Among the 79,972 survivors of the A-bomb dropped on Nagasaki and Hiroshima, 8613 first primary solid cancers were diagnosed between 1958 and 1987 [96]. More than 2600 of these were gastric cancers, which showed a linear dose effect correlation with the radiation dose. The excess risk value was 0.32 (95% CI = 0.16 to 0.50). However, the effect might have been underestimated because the rate of gastric cancer is, in general, relatively high in the Japanese population.

**Occupational exposures and gastric cancer**

The role of occupational exposures as a risk factor for gastric cancer has not been well investigated. Study results are conflicting and make it difficult to draw definite conclusions. In a population-based case-control study from Montreal, Canada, Parent et al. [97] found an elevated risk of gastric cancer among forestry workers, motor-transport workers, excavators and pavers, electric and electronic workers and food industry employees [97]. The substances that might have been connected with gastric cancer were crystalline silica, leaded gasoline, grain dust, hydraulic fluids, lead dust, zinc dust and glycol ethers. Another multicenter case-control study from Italy by Cocco et al. [98] examined the association of occupational exposure with gastric cancer involving interviews with 640 histologically confirmed male gastric cancer cases and 959 controls. A significantly increased risk was only observed among sailors, seamen and allied groups (OR 2.9 and OR 3.1). Non significant increases after 20 years of employment were observed among forestry workers, miners, janitors and cleaners. The findings in this study suggested that occupational exposure to a variety of compounds is not a strong risk factor for gastric cancer, but an association may exist [99].

In most recent comprehensive reviews, it was concluded that there is considerable evidence that occupations in coal and tin mining, metal processing, particularly steel and iron, and rubber manufacturing industries lead to an increased risk of gastric cancer [98]. Similar findings about the relationship between occupational exposure to dusty environments and stomach cancer including miners and quarrymen, construction and metal processing workers come from a recent study in Sweden [100]. Also, a positive correlation has been recognized between increased stomach cancer risk and a number of occupations including mining, farming, refining, and fishing as well as workers in processing rubber, timber, and asbestos [101,102]. Moreover, occupational exposure to dust and high temperature environments such as cooking, wood processing plants, food and related products machinery, was associated with a significant increased risk of gastric cancer of the diffuse subtype [103].

**Treatment**

Over the past two decades, efforts have been made to improve surgical techniques, adjuvant chemotherapy, preoperative chemotherapy and radiation [104]. However, gastric cancer remains difficult to cure, with very poor prognosis and the 5-year survival rate is only around 20 per cent due to systemic recurrence after curative surgical resection. Prognosis depends on the stage at which it is detected, and complete surgical resection remains the only curative modality for early stage gastric cancer [1]. Recently, the treatment of gastric cancer has been rapidly evolving with the emerging of new cytotoxic drugs and targeted
biologic agents [104]. Multidisciplinary management of gastric cancer, where both surgical resection and the molecular targeting agents are incorporated into the treatment modality shows promising response rates and progression-free survival [104].

**Treatment for early gastric cancer**

Although surgery, including gastrectomy in combination with systemic lymph node (LN) dissection, is the current treatment of choice for gastric cancer [104,105], Laparoscopy-Assisted Distal Gastrectomy (LADG) is widely accepted surgery for early gastric cancer in recent years. As a result, LADG has become prevalent in Japan as a surgery which is minimally invasive for the patients and provides them with a good quality of life afterwards [106]. The acceptability and safety of LADG for early gastric cancer has been shown, and it is considered a first line additional therapy after endoscopic resection in Japan [107-110]. Moreover, with the improved detection rate of early gastric cancer in Japan, more minimally invasive treatments have been investigated, and the use of Endoscopic Mucosal Resection (EMR) has become widespread. This technique has the support of many endoscopists, including those in Western countries [1,111]. Other new modalities of endoscopic treatment include Endoscopic Submucosal Dissection (ESD), which also has become commonly performed in facilities across Japan, helping to dramatically increase the number of early gastric cancer cases treated endoscopically [112]. This corresponds with excellent postoperative results for early detected gastric cancer, with a 5-year survival rate of over 90% in both Western countries and Japan [1].

**Multi-modality for early cancer:** Early gastric cancer is treated with surgery, usually followed by chemotherapy or combined chemo- and radiotherapy. In some cases where surgical resectability is doubtful in initial presentation; neo-adjuvant chemotherapy is preferred. The survival benefit from combined modality therapy was proven by several trials, for example the Magic trial randomized patients to perioperative chemotherapy versus surgery alone and showed improvement of survival from 23% to 36% [113]. The aim of therapy is disease control and symptom management, which is achieved by chemotherapy in patients who have good performance status.

Preoperative therapy and postoperative therapy are also increasing as a modality for improving the prognosis of gastric cancer. However, preoperative therapy has certain potential advantages over postoperative therapy. According to Yixing et al. [104], preoperative therapy may downstage the tumor and potentially increase the rate of resectability while it may stabilize the operative field and thereby reduce the risk of tumor seeding. Furthermore, early administration of systemic chemotherapy in the preoperative setting may eliminate micrometastasis, and allows better radiation field design [105]. Clinically, preoperative chemoradiation is better tolerated [104]. However, studies conducted to assess the efficacy of preoperative chemoradiation like that of Ajani et al., and Okawara et al. [114-116], have a relatively small number of patients.

**Treatment for gastric cancer in advanced stages**

Surgical resection with regional lymphadenectomy is the treatment of choice for patients with stage II gastric cancer. According to the new American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) 7th edition, Tumor-Nodal-Metastasis (TNM) staging classification Stage II gastric cancer is an intermediate stage between stage I and stage III. Stage II gastric cancer is defined as a tumor that invades into or through the muscular wall of the stomach, but not into nearby local structures, or has regional LN involvement with any extent of primary cancer, but no invasion of local structures [117]. However, preoperative and intraoperative staging to confirm the stage II disease is difficult. Failure to distinguish stage II from stage I disease may lead to under- or over-treatment. Therefore, the identification of additional prognostic factors would help in detecting patients with poorer prognosis with stage II gastric cancer. It might be of clinical significance to select candidates for treatment considerations, such as the extent of lymph node dissection and further adjuvant and neoadjuvant chemotherapy [117].

Unlike early stage gastric cancer where surgical resection is the only curative modality, treatment of advanced gastric cancer is difficult and the combination of surgical and adjuvant chemotherapy or radiation is required for better outcomes [117]. Currently, both single-agent and combination chemotherapy have been used in advanced metastatic gastric cancer. Active agents have included 5-FU, cisplatin, mitomycin C, doxorubicin, epirubicin, and etoposide, with RRs which vary from 10 to 20% [118-121].

S-1 (TS-1, Tihro Pharmaceutical) is an effective adjuvant treatment for East Asia patients who have undergone extended lymph-node dissection [122]. The toxicity profile was very favorable. Although S-1 may impact the clinical practice in the Asian population, the results of this agent in Western populations are rather disappointing as demonstrated in the First-Line Advanced Gastrointestinal Cancer Study (FLAGS) [123]. This may be due to biological differences between patient populations as to how the drug is metabolized [123].

Targeted therapy is marginally successful in gastric cancer, Trastuzumab, an anti-Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) antibody, is approved and effective for treatment of HER2-positive gastric adenocarcinoma [124]. The benefit of chemotherapy has been evaluated in the Trastuzumab for Gastric Cancer (ToGa) trial, Trastuzumab improved 5-year overall survival by 3 months and subgroup analysis showed increased benefits in patients with high levels of HER2 protein expression. In another meta-analysis from randomized phase II and III trials, Wagner et al. [124] show that chemotherapy is better than best supportive care, combination chemotherapy with doublet is superior than single agent, and the best survival is achieved with three agents at the cost of more toxicities. However, Roth et al. [125] suggested that, Palliative chemotherapy in patients with metastatic gastric cancer should be individualized.

**Prevention**

Prevention and improved treatment can dramatically improve the poor prognosis of gastric cancer. A key in designing prevention strategies is the discrimination of the general population and individual persons into high, intermediate, and low-risk categories for developing gastric cancer [126].

Currently, general and population specific approaches have been introduced as strategies to prevent and control the prevalence of gastric cancer. In 2004, Correa et al., [127] have suggested a plausible program for gastric cancer prevention that involves screening and treatment of *H. pylori* infection, endoscopic and histologic surveillance of precancerous lesions, improved sanitation and hygiene, restriction of dietary salt, and intake of a balanced diet containing fresh fruits and vegetables rich in antioxidants.

In Asia, The Asian Pacific Gastric Cancer Consensus [128] has recommended population-based screening and treatment of *H. pylori* infection in regions with an annual gastric cancer incidence above 20/100,000 to reverse *H. pylori*-induced biochemical, genetic, and
epigenetic changes. In addition, the American and European guidelines recommended eradication of H. pylori in all patients with atrophy and/or intestinal metaplasia and in all first-degree relatives of gastric cancer patients in addition to endoscopic and histological surveillance [4].

The strong causal link between H. pylori and gastric cancer presents a unique opportunity for considering antibiotic eradication treatment as a chemo-preventive strategy against a neoplastic disease [129]. Current evidence suggests that, in a subpopulation of the treated subjects, H. pylori eradication prevents the progression of preneoplastic lesions [13]. Studies have attempted to evaluate the effect of H. pylori eradication on the incidence of gastric cancer; however, inconsistent results have been reported. Correa et al. assessed the effect of anti-H. pylori therapy on intestinal metaplasia, multifocal atrophy and dysplasia in a high gastric cancer risk region of Colombia [127]. In this prospective, randomized study relatively large numbers of patients were followed up for a long period; follow-up endoscopic assessment was carried out at 3, 6 and 12 years. Results of the 6-year follow-up evaluation showed that H. pylori eradication treatment produced a significant increase in the rates of regression for both preneoplastic lesions (intestinal metaplasia and atrophy) [127].

Currently, the possibility to perform screening for early detection of gastric cancer has resulted in decreasing in mortality in high risk areas. For example, in Japan, where the use of screening procedures is very frequent, gastric cancer incidences have halved since 1970 [130]. In Japan, following the introduction of a mass screening program that utilizes double-contrast barium radiography for the early detection of gastric cancer and alongside developments in endoscopic equipment and improved diagnostic capability, gastric cancer is now being detected more often in the asymptomatic stages [1]. Moreover, the excellent postoperative results for early gastric cancer, with a 5-year survival rate of over 90% in both Western countries and Japan, indicate just how important it is to detect the cancer at the earliest possible stage [1].

Since diet and dietary factors played an important role in the stages of gastric carcinogenesis, and so is risk factors for gastric cancer, modulation of dietary patterns and changes in cooking practices are believed to significantly reduce gastric cancer risk [127]. Dietary modification by reducing the intake of salt and salted food, as well as by increasing the intake of fruits and vitamin C is thus considered a practical strategy to prevent gastric cancer [37, 56, 131, 132].

In addition, both green and black tea consumption also has been reported to be associated with reduced risk of stomach cancer in epidemiological and experimental studies [129, 133]. Vegetables and fruits also offer protection against gastric cancer. Several studies have demonstrated the protective effect of high intake of raw vegetables and fruits against the risk of gastric cancer. Best example is a reanalysis of the beneficial effects of fruit and vegetables in a continuation of the EPIC study involving 477,312 subjects including 683 gastric adenocarcinoma patients with 11 years of follow-up found that intake of fresh fruits and citrus fruits protected against the risk of diffuse and cardia gastric cancer respectively [134].

Food products which offer antioxidant properties are also shown to provide protective power against the development of gastric cancer. In an EPIC study that recruited a total of 521,457 subjects in 23 centers across 10 European countries found a positive association between high intake of dietary antioxidants and reduced risk of gastric cancer [135]. Result from this study support an early finding of Wang et al. [136], in his intervention trials, which confirmed that subjects at high risk of developing stomach cancer can be protected by supplementation with antioxidants.

Nutritional chemoprevention is the ideal strategy that has been proposed for prevention of gastric cancer by taking the advantage of the role of diet in the etiology of the disease. Chemoprevention approach involves the use of specific natural or synthetic chemical agents to reverse, suppress or prevent premalignancy from progressing to invasive cancer. Many dietary agents, medicinal plants and their constituent phytochemicals have received growing attention as potential chemopreventive agents over the past few years [137]. However, it has been suggested that, it is essential to test the chemopreventive efficacy of a putative agent in an animal model of gastric carcinogenesis before embarking on clinical trials.

Conclusion

The incidence of gastric cancer varies in different parts of the world with higher incidence rates documented in Eastern Asia, Eastern Europe, and South America, while North America and Africa show the lowest rates recorded.

In conclusion, based on the present evidence, it is likely that gastric cancer of the intestinal types is related to environmental exposure [138]. Gastric mucosal damage and atrophic gastritis can be caused by either H. pylori infection and/or by a diet lacking fresh fruits and vegetables and abundant in highly salted or poorly preserved foods. Subsequently, anti-oxidants and salt play an important role in the more advanced stages of gastric carcinogenesis. Regardless of the abundance of evidence pointing to the importance of environmental factors in the development of gastric cancer, these studies have the limitation of being retrospective and based largely on the dietary recall of the patients and controls [138]. In addition, many of these studies may not have considered sufficiently confounding factors that are typically hampering epidemiological studies particularly those dealing with environmental factors such as dietary patterns or occupational exposures using retrospective data.

In the future, well-designed prospective studies or intervention trials are needed to form a more accurate perception of the co-relation between the environmental factors and the development of gastric cancer.
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